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Eurostat is the Statistical Office of the European Communities. Its task is to provide the 
European Union with statistics at a European level, that allow comparisons to be made 
between countries and regions. Eurostat consolidates and harmonizes the data collected by 
the Member States. 
To ensure that the vast quantity of accessible data is made widely available, and to help 
each user make proper use of the information, Eurostat has set up a publications and 
services programme. 
This programme makes a clear distinction between general and specialist users and 
particular collections have been developed for these different groups. The collections Press 
releases, Statistics in focus, Panorama of the European Union, Key indicators and 
Catalogues are aimed at general users. They give immediate key information through 
analyses, tables, graphs and maps. 
The collections Methods and nomenclatures, Detailed tables and Studies and research suit 
the needs of the specialist who is prepared to spend more time analysing and using very 
detailed information and tables. 
All Eurostat products are disseminated through the Data Shop network or the sales agents 
of the Office for Official Publications of the European Communities. Data Shops are 
available in 12 of the 15 Member States as well as in Switzerland, Norway and the United 
States. They provide a wide range of services from simple database extracts to tailor-made 
investigations. The information is provided on paper and/or in electronic form via e-mail, on 
diskette or CD-ROM. 
As part of the new programme Eurostat has developed its website. It includes a broad range 
of on-line information on Eurostat products and services, newsletters, catalogues, on-line 





This publication presents the detailed results of the 1998 Labour Force Survey conducted in the Member 
States of the European Union in accordance with Council Regulation (EC) No 577/98. 
This survey, like its predecessors conducted between 1983 and 1997, was based on the International 
Labour Office guidelines on labour force statistics as adopted by the 13th International Conference of Labour 
Statisticians in 1982 and subsequently confirmed at the 14th and 15th conferences in 1987 and 1993. 
The 1998 survey is the first in a new series. In response to recent developments in statistical requirements, a 
number of changes have been made to the types of survey conducted between 1983 and 1991 and again 
between 1992 and 1997. The contents and methodology of this new survey are described in the Eurostat 
publication The European Union Labour Force Survey: Methods and Definitions 1998. Some of the 
definitions given there and a brief description of the national surveys are reproduced below in the 
explanatory notes. 
This publication differs from the previous publications showing detailed results. The new presentation was 
designed not only to adapt the tables of results to the changes introduced by the new Regulation, but also to 
provide full correspondence with the existing tables in Eurostat's official database, New Cronos. 
The New Cronos table associated with each table in the publication is indicated at the foot of the page 
concerned. 
This publication is in four chapters: 




At the end of each chapter there is a table showing the main indicators at the NUTS 2 regional level. 
Eurostat wishes to thank all those involved at the national statistical offices for their contributions to the 
success of the survey in preparing the questionnaires, selecting the samples, conducting the interviews and 
transmitting the data to Eurostat. 
Luxembourg, December 1999 
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EU-15 All 15 Member States of the European Union 
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Explanatory notes 
Organisation of the survey 
The content of the European Labour Force Survey is determined by the Statistical Office of the European 
Union (Eurostat), together with the national experts of the Member States. An agreed coding scheme is then 
used by the Member States to transmit the data. 
A detailed presentation of the information provided by the survey is given in Annex IV of Commission 
Regulation (EC) No 1571/98, which lays down the rules for applying Council Regulation No 577/98 on the 
organisation of a labour force sample survey in the Community. 
The national statistical institutes are responsible for selecting the sample, preparing the questionnaires, 
conducting the direct interviews with households and forwarding the results to Eurostat in accordance with 
the standard coding scheme. 
Eurostat is responsible for processing and disseminating the information forwarded by the national institutes. 
The sampling methods, adjustment procedures and definitions and the standardised coding system are 
described in the publication The European Union Labour Force Survey - Methods and Definitions 1998. 
Reference period 
The labour force characteristics of each person interviewed refer to her or his situation in a given reference 
week. The new Regulation provides for the organisation of a continuous survey (the reference weeks 
distributed uniformly across the year) to provide quarterly results. Member States not in a position to conduct 
a continuous survey are provisionally authorised to conduct a single, annual survey in the spring. In 1998, 
therefore, some Member States still have an annual survey with a single reference week. 
To harmonise the reference period and maintain a degree of consistency with previous publications, this 
volume shows the results of the second quarter (April to June). The results for the United Kingdom and 
Ireland correspond to the spring. 
The distribution of the reference weeks is set out in Table 1; Table 2 summarises the national survey 
methodologies. 
Scope of the survey 
The survey is intended to cover the whole of the resident population, i.e. all persons whose usual place of 
residence is in the territory of the 15 Member States of the European Union. 
For technical and methodological reasons, however, it is not possible in all countries to include the 
population living in collective households, i.e. persons living in residential homes, boarding houses, 
hospitals, religious institutions, workers' hostels, etc. 
To harmonise the scope of the survey, therefore, the Community results are compiled on the basis of the 
population of private households only. This comprises all persons living in the households surveyed during 
the reference week. This definition also includes persons absent from the household for short periods (but 
having retained a link with the private household) owing to studies, holidays, illness, business trips etc. 
The sampling method was chosen separately by each Member State (Table 2). The plan adopted in each 
case was required by the Regulation to ensure a minimum level of reliability at regional level, expressed as 
follows: 
"For a group of unemployed people representing 5% of the working age population the relative standard 
error for the estimation of annual averages at NUTS II level shall not exceed 8% of the sub-population in 
question" (Council Regulation (EC) No. 577/98, Article 3.1). 
The number of private households for which data were finally available from each Member State is set out in 
Table 1. 
Reliability of the results 
Sampling error 
As with any sample survey, the results of the labour force survey are subject to sampling error. It is almost 
certain that somewhat different figures would have been obtained if a complete census had been carried out 
using the same questionnaires, interviewers, supervisors, data-processing techniques, etc. as were used in 
this survey. This difference is known as the "sampling error" of the estimate. 
For a given sample, there are basically two factors which account for the relative magnitude of the sampling 
error in the measurement of a population characteristic: the frequency with which the characteristic occurs, 
and the evenness with which it is distributed among the population. The higher of two estimates is likely to 
have a smaller percentage sampling error; where two estimates are of comparable size, the one which refers 
to a characteristic more evenly spread throughout the population would, in general, be subject to smaller 
relative sampling error. 
In this publication, results likely to have very wide margins of relative sampling error have been replaced by a 
dot, and other relatively imprecise estimates are shown in brackets. 
Survey response 
A significant source of non-sampling error in the labour force survey is the effect of non-response on the 
results. Non-response rates are usually less than 10% in countries where the survey is compulsory, but can 
reach 40% in countries where the survey is optional (Table 2). Adjustment for non-response was made in the 
majority of countries by re-weighting the results; in some cases the method used was 'duplication' or 
'substitution' of units. Quality checks carried out in various countries suggest that one-person households 
may be under-represented in the sample, as they tend to be more difficult to contact than households 
containing several persons. 
Weighting 
The 1998 survey results were weighted by population estimates derived independently for the various 
categories of age, sex, region, nationality, etc. More information about weighting and adjustment procedures 
can be found in The European Union Labour Force Survey - Methods and Definitions 1998. 
Basic concepts and definitions 
Labour status 
The concepts and definitions used in the survey are those contained in the Recommendation of the 13th 
International Conference of Labour Statisticians, convened in 1982 by the International Labour Organisation 
(and therefore referred to throughout these notes as the 'ILO guidelines'). All these definitions apply to 
persons aged 15 years and over, living in private households. 
Persons in employment axe those who during the reference week did any work for pay or profit, or were not 
working but had jobs from which they were temporarily absent. Family workers are included. 
Persons in employment are those who, during the reference week: 
(a) had no employment, and 
(b) were available to start work within the next two weeks, and 
(c) had actively sought employment at some time during the previous four weeks. 
Persons having found jobs which were to start later are also classed as unemployed. 
Inactive persons are those not classed as either employed or unemployed. 
The labour force comprises persons in employment and unemployed persons. 
A flowchart classifying the population according to these definitions is shown on page 15. 
Rates 
The activity rate expresses the labour force as a percentage of the population of working age living in private 
households. 
The employment rate expresses persons in employment as a percentage of the population of working age 
living in private households. 
The unemployment rate expresses unemployed persons as a percentage of the labour force. 
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Age 
The age of the declarant is calculated from the year of birth. For persons born in the same year, those whose 
birthdays fall between 1 January and the end of the reference week are, for the purposes of survey results 
analysis, regarded as being one year older than those whose birthdays fall after the end of the reference 
week. This definition applies to all tables incorporating an age structure. 
Nationality 
For the sake of reliability, the results by nationality are shown only in three groups: 
nationals of the Member State concerned, non-nationals of the Member State who are nationals of one of the 
other 14 Member States of the European Union, and a third group comprising all other nationalities. 
Marital status 
In this context, marital status is a legal concept and does not therefore necessarily match the real household 
situation in terms of cohabitation arrangements. This definition applies to all tables incorporating this 
variable. 
Degree of urbanisation 
The concept of "urbanisation" was introduced to indicate the character of the geographical area in which the 




A "area" consists of a group of contiguous "local areas" which correspond to the following entities in the 















United Kingdom: Ward 
The three types of area described above are defined as follows: 
Code 1 : densely-populated area 
A contiguous set of local areas each with a population density exceeding 500 inhabitants per km2, where the 
total population of the set is at least 50 000 inhabitants. 
Code 2: intermediate area 
A contiguous set of local areas not belonging to a densely-populated area, each local area with a population 
density exceeding 100 inhabitants per km2, the set either having a total population of at least 50 000 
inhabitants or lying adjacent to a densely-populated area. 
Code 3: thinly-populated area 
A contiguous set of local areas not forming part of a densely-populated or intermediate area. 
A set of local areas with a total area of less than 100 km2 and less than the required population density which 
is entirely enclosed within a densely-populated or intermediate area should be regarded as part of this area. 
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If the area is surrounded by a densely-populated area and an intermediate area, it is regarded as part of the 
intermediate area. 
Professional status 
Employer employing one or more employees 
Employers are defined as persons who work in their own business, professional practice or farm for the 
purpose of earning a profit, and who employ at least one other person. 
Self-employed person not employing any employees 
Self-employed persons not employing any employees are defined as persons who work in their own 
business, professional practice or farm for the purpose of earning a profit, and who employ no other persons. 
Employee 
Employees are defined as persons who work for a public or private employer and who receive compensation 
in the form of wages, salaries, fees, gratuities, payment by results or payment in kind; non-conscript 
members of the armed forces are also included. 
Family worker 
Family workers are persons who help another member of the family to run a farm or other business, provided 
they are not classed as employees. 
Economic activity 
Economic activity is coded as in NACE Rev.1. 
Occupation 
This is coded as in ISCO-88 (COM), based on the International Standard Classification of Occupations 
(ISCO-88) published by the International Labour Organisation (Geneva, 1990). 
Employees with fixed-term contracts 
In the majority of Member States, most jobs are based on written work contracts. In some countries, 
however, contracts of this type are concluded only in specific cases (e.g. for public-sector jobs, apprentices 
or other trainees within an enterprise). Given these institutional discrepancies, the concepts of "temporary 
employment" and "work contract of limited duration" (or "permanent employment" and "work contract of 
unlimited duration") describe situations which, in different institutional contexts, may be considered similar. A 
job may be considered temporary if employer and employee agree that its end is determined by objective 
conditions such as a specific date, the completion of a task or the return of another employee who has been 
temporarily replaced. Where there is a work contract of limited duration, it usually states the terms of the end 
of the contract. 
The following belong to these categories: 
(a) persons with seasonal employment; 
(b) persons engaged by an agency or employment exchange and hired to a third party to perform a 
specific task (unless there is a written work contract of unlimited duration with the agency or 
employment exchange); 
(c) persons with specific training contracts. If there are no objective criteria for the end of a job or work 
contract, this should be considered permanent or of unlimited duration. 
Full-time/part-time 
The distinction between full-time and part-time work should be based on a spontaneous response by the 
declarant. It is impossible to make a more precise distinction between full-time and part-time employment, 
since working hours differ from one Member State to the next and from one branch of activity to the next. 
Involuntary part-time employment 
Persons declaring that they work part-time because they are unable to find full-time work should be placed in 
this category. 
Homeworking 
This concept applies to many self-employed persons exercising, for example, an artistic or liberal profession 
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and working solely or partly at home, often in a part of the premises set aside for the purpose. However, if 
the workplace consists of a separate unit adjacent to the person's living unit but with a separate entrance (a 
doctor's consulting room or a tax consultant's office, for example), the work done on these premises should 
not be classed as "homework". Similarly, a farmer should not be considered as "working at home" when 
occupied in fields or buildings adjacent to his or her home. In the case of employees, "homework' should be 
interpreted strictly on the basis of formal agreements concluded with the employer, in which both parties, 
employee and employer, agree that part of the work is to be done at home. Such an agreement may either 
be stated explicitly in the work contract or recognised in another way (e.g. if the employee informs the 
employer explicitly of his or her work by completing a suitable form or by applying for additional pay or 
another form of compensation). Such an agreement is also recognised if the employee is provided with a 
home computer for performing his or her work. Other typical examples of homeworking include sales 
representatives who prepare at home for the meetings they are to conduct with clients in their offices or 
homes, and persons doing typing or knitting which is then sent to a central collection point. 
"Homework" does not cover employees choosing to work at home for personal or emergency reasons but 
whose work contract stipulates that they could equally have done the work at the workplace. 
A person is considered "usually" to work at home if, for a reference period of four weeks before the interview, 
he or she has worked at home under the type of agreement described above and the hours worked at home 
amount to at least half of the total hours worked during the period. 
A person is considered "sometimes" to work at home 'rf, for a reference period of four weeks before the 
interview, he or she has worked at home under the type of agreement described above but the hours worked 
at home amount to less than half of the total hours worked during the period. 
A person is considered "never" to work at home if, for a reference period of four weeks before the interview, 
he or she has on no occasion worked at home under the type of agreement described above. 
Evening or night work 
Since the definitions of evening and night differ widely, it is not easy to establish a strictly uniform basis for all 
Member States, in general, however, "evening work' may be considered to be work done after usual 
working hours but before the usual hours of sleep in the Member State concerned. It implies the opportunity 
to sleep at normal times. 
"Night work" may generally be regarded as work done during usual sleeping hours and implies abnormal 
sleeping times. 
In this context, "usually" may be interpreted as meaning at least half the number of days on which the person 
worked during a four-week reference period before the interview, "sometimes" as less than half the number 
of days worked (but at least one occasion) and "never" as no occasion during the four-week reference period 
preceding the interview. 
Saturday or Sunday working 
This concept should be interpreted strictly on the basis of formal agreements concluded with the employer. 
Employees taking office work home and/or occasionally working at the workplace on Saturday or Sunday 
should not be included under this heading. 
In this context, "usually" may be interpreted as meaning two or more Saturdays (or Sundays) during a four-
week reference period before the interview, "sometimes" as one Saturday (or Sunday) in this period and 
"never" as no Saturday (or Sunday) during the four-week reference period preceding the interview. 
Shift work 
The question of shift work applies only to employees. Shift work is defined as the division of the 24-hour day 
into two or more shifts or distinct periods of work done by employees according to a regular rotation system. 
An employee is thus classed as a shift worker if he or she works two or more regular shifts. Persons working 
fixed hours (i.e. whose working hours do not vary appreciably) are not considered to be shift workers. 
In this context, "usually" may be interpreted as meaning that the person's working hours have changed 
radically more than once during a four-week reference period before the interview, "sometimes" as meaning 
that the person's working hours have changed radically only once (and no more) during the four-week 
reference period, and "never" as meaning that there was no significant change in the person's working hours 
during a four-week reference period preceding the interview. 
Number of hours usually worked per week 
The number of hours in this context is the number of hours usually worked by the person concerned. Paid or 
unpaid overtime usually worked by the person must be included, but travelling time between home and 
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workplace and the time taken for the main meal break (usually at lunchtime) are excluded. Persons who 
usually also do homework should include the number of hours they usually work at home. Apprentices, 
trainees and other persons learning a job should exclude any time spent at college or in other special 
training centres. Some persons, particularly self-employed persons and family workers, may not have a 
usual timetable because their working hours vary widely from one week or month to the next. If a declarant 
cannot provide a figure for his or her usual working hours, the average number of hours per week actually 
worked over the past four weeks should be counted as usual working hours. 
Population in education or training 
The data collected refer to education or vocational training which are relevant to the declarant's current or 
future employment (see the new ISCED or International Standard Classification of Education, UNESCO 
1997). 
They should include initial education, additional education, continuing or additional training, training in 
enterprises, apprenticeships, on-the-job training, seminars and workshops, distance education, evening 
classes, self-learning etc. They should also include courses followed out of personal interest only and may 
cover all forms of learning and training in subjects such as languages, computer studies, business studies, 
art and culture, health and medicine. 
Duration of unemployment 
Duration of unemployment is defined as: 
(a) the duration of search for a job, or 
(b) the length of the period since the last job was held (if this period is shorter than the duration of 
search for a job). 
Comparability with previous surveys 
The systematic use of the ILO concepts and definitions in the European Labour Force Survey since 1983 
has guaranteed comparability of the results of all surveys conducted since that year. The results of the 
surveys held before 1983 are not comparable. 
The stricter application of the ILO guidelines as from the 1992 survey may cause a slight break between the 
1983-91 series and the series from 1992 onwards. However, the fact that both series are based on the ILO 
guidelines ensures that the differences are minimal. These differences are explained in detail in the 
publication The European Union Labour Force Survey - Methods and Definitions 1998. 
The transition to a continuous survey calls for a revised sampling plan, which may also cause breaks in the 
time series, as happened with Greece and Portugal in 1998. 
The education and training module was entirely revised in 1998. The level of education attained must now be 
coded according to ISCED (1997 version). Because many countries encountered difficulties in collecting 
these data, this information does not appear for some countries. 
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Labour force classification in the European Union Labour Force Survey 
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( ) Number of private households for which data is available 
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Table 2 - Sample design and data collection 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 1 
Thousands 
Population by age group 
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65 & + years 
15-64 years 
All ages 
Percentages of the Male and/or Female population 






















































































































































































65 & + years 
15-64 years 
23 


































































65 & + years 
15-64 years 
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These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table p_ga_nws. 
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12 eurostat Labour Force Survey 1998 »Table 2 
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(6.1 ) 17.3 
93.9 78.5 
) 0.9 0.9 3.7 2.3 
) 24.9 24.2 (8.5) 18.2 31.9 13.5 
) 20.1 15.8 26.6 11.4 13.5 
5 54.3 45.4 50.4 54.6 52.4 42.4 54.3 
> (7.9) 8.9 8.0 
ι 
(11.7) 8.6 11.8 
(1.6) (6.3) 5.7 6.8 






























































65 & + years 
15­64 years 
These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS tablep_ga_nws. 
25 
Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 3o' 
m 
e u ou tat 
Population by marital status and age group 
'Percentages of the Male and/or Female population, Percentaqes oftheMale and/or Female population with a given marital status 




























































65 & + years 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table p_gct_ms. Non responses to the variable MARITAL STATUS not considered. 
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m euostat Labour Force Survey 1998 
"'Table 3 
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65 & + years 
'" These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS tablep_ga_ms. Non responses to the variable MARiTAL STATUS not considered. 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 4<" 
m 
Population, aged 15 years or more, by age group and labour status 
'Percentages of the Male and/or Female population aged 15 years or more Percentages of the Male and/or Female population in a given age group 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
«Table 4 
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) 78.4 75.8 78.5 
58.3 60.5 66.4 63.2 
) 3.8 9.5 5.8 3.6 





























































These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table p_ga_nws. 
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Population, aged 15 years or more, by degree 




























































































of urbanisation of residence and labour status 
Percentages of the Male and/or Female population living in a given type of area 
Β DK D 








































































































































































(1) These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS tablep_ga_uws. In Sweden all non-responses to this variables are from Inactive 




Labour Force Survey 1998 
"Table 5 
Population, aged 15 years or more, by degree of urbanisation of residence and labour status 


























































































































































































































































































'" These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS tablepjgajuws. In Sweden all non-responses to this variables are from Inactive 
persons aged less than 15 years or 75 years and over. 
31 
Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 6α) 
Ξ 3 eurostat 
Population, aged 15 to 59 years, in education 
Percentages of the Male and/or Female population in a given age group 





















































































































































































































































































were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table pjgajed. Non responses to the variable EDUCATION AND TRAINING 




Labour Force Survey 1998 
«Table 6 
Population, aged 15 to 59 years, in education 
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(1) These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table p_ga_ied. 
RECEIVED DURING PREVIOUS WEEKS not considered. 
Non responses to the variable EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
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Population, aged 25 to 59 years, by age group and educational attainment level 
Percentages of the Male and/or Female population aged 
25­34 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
35­49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­34 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
35­49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­34 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
35­49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50­59 years* 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 

































25­59 y ars, Percentages of the Male and/or Female population in a qiven age group™ 
Β DK D 





































































































































































































































































α ) These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS tab\ep_ga_ed. 




Labour Force Survey 1998 
'Table 7 
Population, aged 25 to 59 years, by age group and educational attainment level 
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Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
35­49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­34 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
35­49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­34 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
35­49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
"' These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS Ub\ep_ga_ed. 
R' Non responses to the variable HIGHER LEVEL OF EDUCATION ATTAINED not considered. 
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These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS tablep_ga_nws. 
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m. eurostat Labour Force Survey 1998 'Table 8 
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These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table p_ga_nws. 
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Composition of private households 
1 person household' 
1 male aged 15-64 years 
1 female aged 15-64 years 
1 male aged 65 or+years 
1 female aged 65 or+years 
Several adults and no children' 
2 adults both aged 15-64 years 
At least 1 aged 65 or+years 
3 or more adults 
1 adult& children' 
1 male adult & children 
1 female adult & children 
2 adults & children' 
2 adults &1 child 
2 adults & 2 children 
2 adults & 3 children 
2 adults & 4 or more children 
3 or more adults & children' 
EU-15 





















































































































































of the total number of households of a given type 
A Ρ 
Percentage of households 











































































1 person household' 
1 male aged 15-64 years 
1 female aged 15-64 years 
1 male aged 65 or+years 
1 female aged 65 or+years 
Several adults and no children' 
2 adults both aged 15-64 years 
At least 1 aged 65 or+years 
3 or more adults 
1 adult & children' 
1 male adult & children 
1 female adult & children 
2 adults & children' 
2 adults &1 child 
2 adults & 2 children 
2 adults & 3 children 
2 adults & 4 or more children 
3 or more adults & children' 
These percentages were calculated using data from the Ν EWCRONOS table p_house. 
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Population by household position 
0-24 years' 
Living at parental home 
Living alone 
Living w/ partner 
Living w/ partner & children 
Living w/ partner & others 
Living w/out partner, w/children 
Living w/out partner, w/parents 
Living house of son/daughter 
Other types 
25-49 years' 
Living at parental home 
Living alone 
Living w/ partner 
Living w/ partner & children 
Living w/ partner & others 
Living w/out partner, w/children 
Living w/out partner, w/parents 
Living house of son/daughter 
Other types 
50-64 years' 
Living at parental home 
Living alone 
Living w/partner 
Living w/ partner & children 
Living w/ partner & others 
Living w/out partner, w/children 
Living w/out partner, w/parents 
Living house of son/daughter 
Other types 4 
65 or + years' 
Living at parental home 
Living alone 
Living w/ partner 
Living w/ partner & children 
Living w/ partner & others 
Living w/out partner, w/children 
Living w/out partner, w/parents 






Percentages of the total population, Percentages of the population in a given age qroup 
Β DK D 




































































































































































































Percentages of the total population. Percentages of the population in a given age group 
Labour Force Survey 1998 
«Table 10 
Population by household position 
IRL ι NL FIN UK 


















































































































































































































Living at parental home 
Living alone 
Living w/ partner 
Living w/ partner & children 
Living w/ partner & others 
Living w/out partner, w/children 
Living w/out partner, w/parents 
Living house of son/daughter 
Other types 
25-49 years' 
Living at parental home 
Living alone 
Living w/ partner 
Living w/ partner & children 
Living w/ partner & others 
Living w/out partner, w/children 
Living w/out partner, w/parents 
Living house of son/daughter 
Other types 
50-64 years' 
Living at parental home 
Living alone 
Living w/ partner 
Living w/ partner & children 
Living w/ partner & others 
Living w/out partner, w/children 
Living w/out partner, w/parents 
Living house of son/daughter 
Other ty pes _ 
65 or + years' 
Living at parental home 
Living alone 
Living w/ partner 
Living w/ partner & children 
Living w/ partner & others 
Living w/out partner, w/children 
Living w/out partner, w/parents 
Living house of son/daughter 
Other types 
These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table p_hou_po. 
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Female population aged 20 to 49 years, by the number of children and by labour status 





































































































































































































































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
"Table 11 
Female population aged 20 to 49 years, by the number of children and by labour status 
'Percentages of the Female population aged 20-49. Percentaqes of the Female population aged 20-49 with a given number of children 





























































































































































































































































































































































These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table p_g_ws_c. 
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65 & MORE 
















































































































































































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 12 

















































































































































































) 43.2 (1.6 
INACTIVE 











































































































































































3 833 21.2 
1 205 20.: 
> 646 20.E 
> 59.2 96 16.Í 
56.' \ 250 15.: 
HOUSEHO. 
ALL AGED 




























































1 59.7 110 19.5 22.9 
54.8 68 22.2 24.7 
) 37.0 4.5 58.4 22 18.3 20.3 














































































Principado de Asturias 
Cantabria 
Pais Vasco 
Comunidad Foral de Navarra 
La Rioja 
Aragón 
Comunidad de Madrid 







Región de Murcia 
Ceuta e Melilla 
Canarias 
FRANCE 



























Border, Midlands and Western 




































































































































































































65 & MORE 





















































































































































































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 12 








(% all Pop.) 
EMPLOY­
ED 
{% all Pop.) 
UNEM­
PLOYED 
(% all Pop.) 
INACTIVE 













































































































































































































































































































































































































Principado de Asturias 
Canatabria 
Pais Vasco 
Comunidad Foral de Navarra 
La Rioja 
Aragón 
Comunidad de Madrid 







Región de Murcia 
Ceuta e Melilla 
Canarias 
FRANCE 













































































































Border, Midlands and Western 













Main characteristics of population and households by region 
REGION 


















































































































































































































































65 & MORE 





































































































































































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 12 































































































































































































































































































































! 8.5 55.1 
52.6 
> 44.6 4.4 51. 
ï 68.1 4.2 27.7 
61.2 6.2 32.5 
t 63.4 5. 31.5 
59.9 6.3 33.7 














































































































































































Tees Valley & Durham 






















Surrey, East-West Sussex 
Hampshire, Isle of Wight 
Kent 
Avon, Gloucestersh., Wiltsh.&NS 
Dorset, Somerset 
Cornwall & Isles of Scilfy 
Devon 
West Wales & the Valleys 
East Wales 
North Eastern Scotland 
Eastern Scotland 








































































































































65 & MORE 














































































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 12 


























































































































































































































































































Tees Valley & Durham 






















Surrey, East-West Sussex 




Cornwall & Isles of Scilly 
Devon 
West Wales & the Valleys 
East Wales 
North Eastern Scotland 
Eastern Scotland 













Employment rates by age group and nationality 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 13 
Employment rates by age group and nationality 
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Employment rates by age group and educational attainment level 
'Rates for the Male and/or Female population in a 
15-24 years* 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25-49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
60 & + years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-24 years" 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25-49 years" 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
60 & + years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-24 years" 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25-49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50-59 years* 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
60 & + years* 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 







































given age group, Rates for the Male and/or Female population in a given age group and 
Β DK D 








































































































































































































































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 14 
Employment rates by age group and educational attainment level 
'Rates for the Male and/or Female population in a given age group. Rates for the Male and/or Female population in a given age group and 
with a given educational attainment levefl) 










































































































































































































































































































































































Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25-49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
60 & + years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-24 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25-49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
60 & + years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-24 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25-49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
60 & + years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses to the variable HIGHER LEVEL OF EDUCATION ATTAINED not considered. 
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All in employment 
Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 15 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 15 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 16 
ΈΔ 
Employment by professional status 
eurostat 
Thousands 




All in employment 




All in employment 




All in employment 
Employers and self-employed 
Employees 
Family workers 
Employers and self-employed 
Employees 
Family workers 
























































Β DK D 
































































































of the Male and/or Female population in employment (Non responses not considered) 
Β DK D 





























































HZ 'Δ eurostat 
Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 16 
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All in employment 




All in employment 




All in employment 
Employers and self­employed 
Employees 
Family workers 
Employers and self­employed 
Employees 
Family workers 




Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 17 






Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz,water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail,repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Rea estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
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Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other sen/ices (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in employment 
65 
Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 18 




EU-15 EUR-11 DK EL 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in employment 
152 494 115019 
88 542 67 623 
Males and Females 
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Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
AH in employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in employment 
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Employment by place of work (work from home) 
Thousands 
EU-15 EUR-11 Β DK EL 
Males and Females 
Usually work from home 
Sometimes work from home 
Never work from home 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Usually work from home 
Sometimes work from home 
Never work from home 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Usually work from home 
Sometimes work from home 
Never work from home 
Non responses 
All in employment 
152 494 115019 
88 542 67 623 
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Usually work from home 
Sometimes work from home 
Never work from home 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Usually work from home 
Sometimes work from home 
Never work from home 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Usually work from home 
Sometimes work from home 
Never work from home 
Non responses 
All in employment 
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Male employment by occupation and educational attainment level 
Thousands 
EU-15 EUR-11 Β DK EL 
Legislators and managers (1) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Professionals (2) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Technicians (3) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Clerks (4) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Services and sales workers (5) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Armed forces (0) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in Employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
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Legislators and managers (1) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Professionals (2) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Technicians (3) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Clerks (4) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Services and sales workers (5) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Armed forces (0) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in Employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
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Table 21 
ΈΔ 
Female employment by occupation and educational attainment level 
eurostat 
Thousands 
Legislators and managers (1) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Professionals (2) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Technicians (3) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Clerks (4) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Services and sales workers (5) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Armed forces (0) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in Employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
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Table 21 



























































































































































































































































































Legislators and managers (1) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Professionals (2) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Technicians (3) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Clerks (4) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Services and sales workers (5) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
Armed forces (0) 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in Employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
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Table 22 
ΈΔ 




Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in Self-employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in Self-employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in Self-employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
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Table 22 
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Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25­49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50­64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15­24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25­49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50­64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in Self­employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15­24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25­49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50­64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondar/ level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in Self­employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
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Table 23 






Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in self-employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (1) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in self-employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
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Table 23 
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Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz,water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in self-employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (l) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in self-employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in self-employment 
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Table 24 








Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in self-employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in self-employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
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Sen/ices and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in self-employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in self-employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in self-employment 
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Table 25 





Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All Employees 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All Employees 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All Employees 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
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Table 25 
Employees by age group and educational attainment level 
Thousands 





























































































































































































































































































































































Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All Employees 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All Employees 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All Employees 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
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Table 26 






Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 





Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 





Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
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Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 





Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz,water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 





Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
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Table 27 




EU-15 EUR-11 DK EL 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All Employees 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All Employees 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All Employees 
127 015 95 388 
71084 54 260 
Males and Females 
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Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All Employees 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All Employees 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 







































































Percentages of the Male and/or Female Employees 
D 




































































































"' These percentages were calculated in the same way as the percentages 
CONTRACTUAL DURATION OF JOB not considered. 
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«Table 28 
Temporary employees as 
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65 & + years 
15-64 years 
All ages 
"' These percentages were calculated in the same way as the percentages of the NEWCRONOS table etpjga. 
CONTRACTUAL DURATION OF JOB not considered. 
Non responses to the variable 
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Temporary employees by age group and educational attainment level 
Thousands 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
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Table 29 
Temporary employees by age group and educational attainment level 
Thousands 
































































































































































































































































































































Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
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Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (1) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (1) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
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Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
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Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
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Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
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Temporary employees by age group and reason 
'Percentages of Male and/or Female temporary Employees aged 15-64 years, Percentaqes of Male and/or Female temporary Employees in a given age qroupm 
15-24 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
25-49 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationaiy period 
No reason given 
50-64 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
15-24 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
25-49 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
50-64 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
15-24 years* 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
25-49 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
50-64 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
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These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table er_ga_r. 
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Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
25­49 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
50­64 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
15­24 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
25­49 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
50­64 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason g'ven 
15­24 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
25­49 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
50­64 years' 
Could not find a permanent job 
Did not want a permanent job 
Contract for training 
Probationary period 
No reason given 
These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table et_ga_r. 
m Non responses to the variable PERMANENCY OF JOB not considered. 
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Temporary employees by duration of the work contract 
Thousands 
EU-15 EUR-11 DK EL 
Less than one month 
From 1 to 3 months 
From 4 to 6 months 
From 7 to 12 months 
From 13 to 18 months 
From 19 to 24 months 
From 25 to 36 months 
More than 3 years 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Less than one month 
From 1 to 3 months 
From 4 to 6 months 
From 7 to 12 months 
From 13 to 18 months 
From 19 to 24 months 
From 25 to 36 months 
More than 3 years 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Less than one month 
From 1 to 3 months 
From 4 to 6 months 
From 7 to 12 months 
From 13 to 18 months 
From 19 to 24 months 
From 25 to 36 months 
More than 3 years 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
16 087 13 471 
8 481 7 283 
Males and Females 
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Less than one month 
From 1 to 3 months 
From 4 to 6 months 
From 7 to 12 months 
From 13 to 18 months 
From 19 to 24 months 
From 25 to 36 months 
More than 3 years 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Less than one month 
From 1 to 3 months 
From 4 to 6 months 
From 7 to 12 months 
From 13 to 18 months 
From 19 to 24 months 
From 25 to 36 months 
More than 3 years 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
Less than one month 
From 1 to 3 months 
From 4 to 6 months 
From 7 to 12 months 
From 13 to 18 months 
From 19 to 24 months 
From 25 to 36 months 
More than 3 years 
Non responses 
All in temporary employment 
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Percentages of the Male and/or Female population in employment in each age group 
Β DK D 
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Part-time employment as 
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65 & + years 
15-64 years 
All ages 
These percentages were calculated in the same way as the percentages of the NEWCRONOS table epp_ga. 
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Part­time employment by age group and educational attainment level 
Thousands 
15­24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25­49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50­64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in part­time employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15­24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25­49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50­64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in part­time employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15­24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25­49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50­64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in part­time employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
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Table 35 
Part-time employment by age group and educational attainment level 
Thousands 














































































































































































































































































































































Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in part-time employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in part-time employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
15-24 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
25-49 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
50-64 years 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
All in part-time employment 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses 
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Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in part-time employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz,water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (1) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
All in part-time employment 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (1) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Non responses 
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Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G­Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (l) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M­Q) 
Non responses 
All in part­time employment 
Agriculture (A­B) 
Industry (C­F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G­Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M­Q) 
Non responses 
All in part­time employment 
Agriculture (A­B) 
Industry (C­F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G­Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M­Q) 
Non responses 
All in part­time employment 
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Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in part-time employment 




Sen/ices and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in part-time employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
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Table 37 
Part-time employment by occupation 
IRL NL RN UK 
250 
70 
























































































































































































































































Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in part-time employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in part-time employment 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in part-time employment 
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Part-time employment by reason 
Could not find a full-time job 
Did not want a full-time job 
In education or training 
Own illness or disability 
Other reason given 
No reason given 
Could not find a full-time job 
Did not want a full-time job 
In education or training 
Own illness or disability 
Other reason given 
No reason given 
Could not find a full-time job 
Did not want a full-time job 
In education or training 
Own illness or disability 
Other reason given 







































Percentages of the Male and/or Female population in part-time employment 
Β DK D 































































































(1) These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table ep_ga_ 
DISTINCTION not considered. 
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Could not find a full-time job 
Did not want a full-time job 
In education or training 
Own illness or disability 
Other reason given 
No reason given 
Could not find a full-time job 
Did not want a full-time job 
In education or training 
Own illness or disability 
Other reason given 
No reason given 
Could not find a full-time job 
Did not want a full-time job 
In education or training 
Own illness or disability 
Other reason given 
No reason given 
"' These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table ep_ga_ 
DISTINCTION not considered. 
r. Non responses to the variable FULL-TIME/PART-TIME 
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ΈΔ 

























































employment, by age group 
Percentages of the Male and/or Female population in part-time employment 
Β DK D 
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"Table 39 
Involuntary part-time employment as 

































percent of total part-time employment, by age group 
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65 & + years 
15-64 years 
All ages 
These percentages were calculated in the same way as the percentages of the NEWCRONOS table epp_ga_ 
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All in employment having a second job 




Persons in employment having a i second job by professional status of both jobs 
'Percentaqes of Male and/or Female population wl second job, Percentaqes of Male and/or Female population w/second job andaqiven 
First job self-employed' 
Second job self-employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job employee" 
Second job self-employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job family worker' 
Second job self-employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job self-employed' 
Second job self-employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job employee' 
Second job self-employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job family worker' 
Second job self-employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job self-employed' 
Second job self-employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job employee' 
Second job self-employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job family worker' 
Second job self-employed 
Second job employee 
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(1) These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table e2_ga_p. Non responses to the variables PROFESSIONAL STATUS IN FIRST 
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"Table 40 
Persons in employment having a second job by professional status of both jobs 
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First job self­employed' 
Second job self­employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job employee' 
Second job self­employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job family worker' 
Second job self­employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job self­employed' 
Second job self­employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job employee' 
Second job self­employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job family worker* 
Second job self­employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job self­employed' 
Second job self­employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job employee' 
Second job self­employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
First job family worker' 
Second job self­employed 
Second job employee 
Second job family worker 
to the variables PROFESSIONAL STATUS IN FIRST 
JOB and PROFESSIONAL STATUS IN SECOND JOB not considered. 
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Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
AH in employment w/ second job 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in employment w/ second job 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
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Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in employment w/ second job 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in employment w/ second job 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
Non responses 
All in employment w/ second job 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 ΈΔ 
eurostat 
Table 42'" 
Population usually working shift work, in the evening, at night, on Saturday or 
on Sunday, as percentage of the total employment 
Percentages of the Male and/or Female population Employed 
EU-15 EUR-11 Β DK EL 
Usually work shift work 
Usually work in the evening 
Usually work at night 
Usually work on Saturday 
Usually work on Sunday 
Usually work shift work 
Usually work in the evening 
Usually work at night 
Usually work on Saturday 
Usually work on Sunday 
Usually work shift work 
Usually work in the evening 
Usually work at night 
Usually work on Saturday 
Usually work on Sunday 




























































These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS tables ewp_shi, ewp_eve, ewp_nig, ewp_sat and ewp_sun. Non responses to the 
variables concerning ATYPICAL WORK not considered. 
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eurostat 
"Table 42 
Population usually working shift work, in the evening, at night, on Saturday or 
on Sunday, as percentage of the total employment 
Percentages of the Male and/or Female population Employed 
IRL I NL RN UK 
























































































































Usually work shift work 
Usually work in the evening 
Usually work at night 
Usually work on Saturday 
Usually work on Sunday 
Usually work shift work 
Usually work in the evening 
Usually work at night 
Usually work on Saturday 
Usually work on Sunday 
Usually work shift work 
Usually work in the evening 
Usually work at night 
Usually work on Saturday 
Usually work on Sunday 
(1> These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS tables ewp_shi,ewp_eve, ewp_nig, ewp_sat and ewp_sun. Non responses to the 
variables concerning ATYPICAL WORK not considered. 
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Persons working shift work, in the evening, at night, on Saturday or on Sunday 
Thousands 
Usually work shift work 
Sometimes work shift work 
Never work shift work 
Non responses 
Usually work in the evening 
Sometimes work in the evening 
Never work in the evening 
Non responses 
Usually work at night 
Sometimes work at night 
Never work at night 
Non responses 
Usually work on Saturday 
Sometimes work on Saturday 
Never work on Saturday 
Non responses 
Usually work on Sunday 
Sometimes work on Sunday 
Never work on Sunday 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Usually work shift work 
Sometimes work shift work 
Never work shift work 
Non responses 
Usually work in the evening 
Sometimes work in the evening 
Never work in the evening 
Non responses 
Usually work at night 
Sometimes work at night 
Never work at night 
Non responses 
Usually work on Saturday 
Sometimes work on Saturday 
Never work on Saturday 
Non responses 
Usually work on Sunday 
Sometimes work on Sunday 
Never work on Sunday 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Usually work shift work 
Sometimes work shift work 
Never work shift work 
Non responses 
Usually work in the evening 
Sometimes work in the evening 
Never work in the evening 
Non responses 
Usually work at night 
Sometimes work at night 
Never work at night 
Non responses 
Usually work on Saturday 
Sometimes work on Saturday 
Never work on Saturday 
Non responses 
Usually work on Sunday 
Sometimes work on Sunday 
Never work on Sunday 
Non responses 
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Usually work shift work 
Sometimes work shift work 
Never work shift work 
Non responses 
Usually work in the evening 
Sometimes work in the evening 
Never work in the evening 
Non responses 
Usually work at night 
Sometimes work at night 
Never work at night 
Non responses 
Usually work on Saturday 
Sometimes work on Saturday 
Never work on Saturday 
Non responses 
Usually work on Sunday 
Sometimes work on Sunday 
Never work on Sunday 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Usually work shift work 
Sometimes work shift work 
Never work shift work 
Non responses 
Usually work in the evening 
Sometimes work in the evening 
Never work in the evening 
Non responses 
Usually work at night 
Sometimes work at night 
Never work at night 
Non responses 
Usually work on Saturday 
Sometimes work on Saturday 
Never work on Saturday 
Non responses 
Usually work on Sunday 
Sometimes work on Sunday 
Never work on Sunday 
Non responses 
All in employment 
Usually work shift work 
Sometimes work shift work 
Never work shift work 
Non responses 
Usually work in the evening 
Sometimes work in the evening 
Never work in the evening 
Non responses 
Usually work at night 
Sometimes work at night 
Never work at night 
Non responses 
Usually work on Saturday 
Sometimes work on Saturday 
Never work on Saturday 
Non responses 
Usually work on Sunday 
Sometimes work on Sunday 
Never work on Sunday 
Non responses 
All in employment 
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Table 44 





All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 






All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 






All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 
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All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 






All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 






All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 







Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 45 
ΈΔ 
Average usual weekly hours of work in main job for all in employment 
eurostat 
Hours 
All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 






All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 






All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 
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All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 






All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 






All in employment 
Full-time 
Part-time 















Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Sen/ices (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (1) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit (K) 
Public administration (L) 
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Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other sen/ices (M-Q) 
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Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz,water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (1) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other sen/ices (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (0) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Sen/ices (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (1) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate,business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
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Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other sen/ices (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate,business activit. (K) 
PubOc administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
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Table 48 






Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (1) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Sen/ices (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (1) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (1) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
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Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Sen/ices (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other sen/ices (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (I) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other services (M-Q) 
Agriculture (A-B) 
Industry (C-F) 
Mining and quarrying (C) 
Manufacturing (D) 
Electricity, gaz.water supply (E) 
Construction (F) 
Services (G-Q) 
Wholesale and retail.repairs (G) 
Hotels and restaurants (H) 
Transports, communications (l) 
Financial intermediation (J) 
Real estate.business activit. (K) 
Public administration (L) 
Other sen/ices (M-Q) 
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Average usual weekly hours of work of self-employment by occupation 
Hours 
EU-15 EUR-11 DK EL 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
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Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
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Table 50 
ΈΔ 
Average usual weekly hours of work of full-time employees by occupation 
Hours 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
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Table 50 
Average usual weekly hours of work of full-time employees by occupation 
Hours 
IRL NL RN UK 











































































































































































































































Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
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Average usual weekly hours of work of part-time employees by occupation 
Hours 
EU-15 EUR-11 Β DK EL 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Sen/ices and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
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Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (!) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
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! 51 . : 
AV.USUAL 
WEEK HRS 
























































1 44.2 50.0 39.6 
S 43.2 49.0 39.6 
) 43.5 47.8 39.8 
' 6.7 44.5 45.1 
4.8 
51.5 39.8 
44.9 50.5 40.1 
) 18.3 10.8 (31.4) 42.7 44.4 41.9 
! 14.8 8.2 60.1 
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Principado de Asturias 
Cantabria 
Pais Vasco 
Comunidad Foral de Navarra 
La Rioja 
Aragón 
Comunidad de Madrid 







Región de Murcia 
Ceuta e Melilla 
Canarias 
FRANCE 



























Border, Midlands and Western 
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Table 52 
Main characteristics of employment by region, for the population aged 15 to 64 years 
EMPLOYEE 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Principado de Asturias 
Cantabria 
Pais Vasco 
Comunidad Foral de Navarra 
La Rioja 
Aragón 
Comunidad de Madrid 







Región de Murcia 
Ceuta e Meliíta 
Canarias 
FRANCE . 



























Border, Midlands and Western 













Main characteristics of employment by region, for the population aged 15 to 64 years 
REGION 
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Main characteristics of employment by region, for the population aged 15 to 64 years 
EMPLOYEE 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tees Valley & Durham 






















Surrey, East-West Sussex 




Cornwall & Isles of Scilly 
Devon 
West Wales & the Valleys 
East Wales 
North Eastern Scotland 
Eastern Scotland 
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Main characteristics of employment by region, for the population aged 15 to 64 years 
EMPLOYEE 













































































































































































































































































































































Tees Valley & Durham 






















Surrey, East-West Sussex 




Cornwall & Isles of Scilly 
Devon 
West Wales & the Valleys 
East Wales 
North Eastern Scotland 
Eastern Scotland 













Unemployment rates by age group and nationality 
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Table 53 
Unemployment rates by age group and nationality 
'Rafes for the Male and/or Female active population in a given age group, Rates for the Mate and/or Female active population in a given age group and 
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Unemployment rates by age group and educational attainment level 
"Rafes for the Male and/or Female active population in a given age group, Rates for the Male and/or Female active population in a given age group and 
15-24 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25-49 years* 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-59 years" 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-24 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25-49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50-59 years" 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-24 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25-49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15-59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
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Non responses to the variable HIGHER LEVEL OF EDUCATION ATTAINED not considered. 
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Table 54 
Unemployment rates by age group and educational attainment level 
'Rafes for the Male and/or Female activepopulation in a given age group, Rates for the Male and/or Female active population in a given age group and 
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Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15­24 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondar/ level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15­24 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
25­49 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
50­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
15­59 years' 
Less than upper secondary (L) 
Upper secondary level (M) 
Third level (H) 
Non responses to the variable HIGHER LEVEL OF EDUCATION ATTAINED not considered. 
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All in unemployment 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self­employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
Registered as unemployed 
Receiving benefits/assistance 
All in unemployment aged 15­24 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self­employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
Registered as unemployed 
Receiving benefits/assistance 
All in unemployment 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self­employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
Registered as unemployed 
Receiving benefits/assistance 
All in unemployment aged 15­24 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self­employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
Registered as unemployed 
Receiving benefits/assistance 
All in unemployment 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self­employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
Registered as unemployed 
Receiving benefits/assistance 
All in unemployment aged 15­24 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self­employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 55 
Principal characteristics of unemployment 
IRL NL FIN UK 
























































































































































































































































































































































































All in unemployment 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self-employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
Registered as unemployed 
Receiving benefits/assistance 
All in unemployment aged 15-24 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self-employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
Registered as unemployed 
Receiving benefits/assistance 
All in unemployment 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self-employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
Registered as unemployed 
Receiving benefits/assistance 
All in unemployment aged 15-24 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self-employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
Registered as unemployed 
Receiving benefits/assistance 
All in unemployment 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self-employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
Registered as unemployed 
Receiving benefits/assistance 
All in unemployment aged 15-24 
Seeking work as Employee 
Seeking self-employment 
Job found to start later 
Seeking work after lost/leave job 
Seeking first job 
Seeking work after inactivity 
Registered as unemployed 
Receiving benefits/assistance 
161 
Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 56 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 56 
Unemployment by age group and nationality 
Thousands 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 57(" 
ΈΔ 
Unemployment by duration 
From 1 to 2 months 
From 3 to 5 months 
From 6 to 11 months 
From 12 to 17 months 
From 18 to 23 months 
From 24 to 47 months 
Less than 1 month 
Less than 6 months 
Less than 12 months 
12 months and more 
24 months and more 
48 months and more 
From 1 to 2 months 
From 3 to 5 months 
From 6 to 11 months 
From 12 to 17 months 
From 18 to 23 months 
From 24 to 47 months 
Less than 1 month 
Less than 6 months 
Less than 12 months 
12 months and more 
24 months and more 
48 months and more 
From 1 to 2 months 
From 3 to 5 months 
From 6 to 11 months 
From 12 to 17 months 
From 18 to 23 months 
From 24 to 47 months 
Less than 1 month 
Less than 6 months 
Less than 12 months 
12 months and more 
24 months and more 






Percentages of the Male and/or Female 
DK D 



























































































































































































































' " These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table u_jga_d. Non responses to the variable DURATION OF SEARCH FOR 




Labour Force Survey 1998 
"Table 57 
Unemployment by duration 




















































































































































































































































































From 1 to 2 months 
From 3 to 5 months 
From 6 to 11 months 
From 12 to 17 months 
From 18 to 23 months 
From 24 to 47 months 
Less than 1 month 
Less than 6 months 
Less than 12 months 
12 months and more 
24 months and more 
48 months and more 
From 1 to 2 months 
From 3 to 5 months 
From 6 to 11 months 
From 12 to 17 months 
From 18 to 23 months 
From 24 to 47 months 
Less than 1 month 
Less than 6 months 
Less than 12 months 
12 months and more 
24 months and more 
48 months and more 
From 1 to 2 months 
From 3 to 5 months 
From 6 to 11 months 
From 12 to 17 months 
From 18 to 23 months 
From 24 to 47 months 
Less than 1 month 
Less than 6 months 
Less than 12 months 
12 months and more 
24 months and more 
48 months and more 
These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table u_ga_d. Non responses to the variable DURATION OF SEARCH FOR 
EMPLOYMENT not considered. 
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Unemployment by age group and duration, as percent of the total unemployment 
'Percentages of the Male and/or Female population unemployed, Percentaqes of the Male and/or Female population unemployed in a qiven age qroupm 
15-24 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
25-49 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
50-64 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
15-64 years* 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
15-24 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
25-49 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
50-64 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
15-64 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
15-24 years* 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
25-49 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
50-64 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
15-64 years* 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
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(1) These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table u_ga_d. 




Labour Force Survey 1998 
«Table 58 
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Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
25-49 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
50-64 years" 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
15-64 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
15-24 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
25-49 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
50-64 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
15-64 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
15-24 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
25-49 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
50-64 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
15-64 years' 
Less than 6 months 
6 to 11 months 
12 months or more 
These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table u_ga_d. 
Non responses to the variable DURATION OF SEARCH FOR EMPLOYMENT not considered. 
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Unemployed by age group and type of employment sought 
'Percentages of the Male and/or Female population unemployed Percentaqes of the Male and/or Female population unemployed in a given age group™ 
EU-15 EUR-11 Β DK EL 
15-24 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
25-49 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
50-64 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
15-64 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
15-24 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
25-49 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
50-64 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
15-64 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
15-24 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
25-49 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
50-64 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
15-64 years 
Self-employment 
Only full-time paid Job 
Only part-time paid Job 
Full-time or part-time paid Job 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































01 These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table u_ga_tes. 




Labour Force Survey 1998 
"Table 59 
Unemployed by age group and type of employment sought 
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Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
25­49 years 
Self­employment 
Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
50­64 years 
Self­employment 
Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
15­64 years 
Self­employment 
Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
15­24 years 
Self­employment 
Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
25­49 years 
Self­employment 
Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
50­64 years 
Self­employment 
Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
15­64 years 
Self­employment 
Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
15­24 years 
Self­employment 
Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
25­49 years 
Self­employment 
Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
50­64 years 
Self­employment 
Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
15­64 years 
Self­employment 
Only full­time paid Job 
Only part­time paid Job 
Full­time or part­time paid Job 
These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table u_ga_tes. 
Non responses to the variable TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT SOUGHT not considered. 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 60(,) 
Previous occupation of the unemployed 
ΈΔ 
eurostat 
Percentages of the Male and/or Female population in unemployment having already had a job 
EU-15 EUR-11 Β DK EL 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 







































































































































Percentages of the Male and/or Female population in unemployment having already had a job 
Labour Force Survey 1998 
'Table 60 
Previous occupation of the unemployed 
IRL ι NL FIN UK 



































































































































Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 




Services and sales workers (5) 
Agriculture/ fishery workers (6) 
Craft/related trades workers (7) 
Plant and machine operators (8) 
Elementary occupations (9) 
Armed forces (0) 
These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table u_p_is. Non responses to the variable OCCUPATION OF LAST JOB not 
considered. 
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Methods used for seeking work 
Contact pubi, employment office 
Contact priv. employment office 
Apply to employers directly 




Look for land,premises,equipm. 
Look for permits.licenses.financ. 
Other method 
Contact pubi, employment office 
Contact priv. employment office 
Apply to employers directly 




Look for land,premises,equipm. 
Look for permits.licenses.financ. 
Other method 
Contact pubi, employment office 
Contact priv. employment office 
Apply to employers directly 




Look for land.premises.equipm. 

































































Percentages of the Male and/or Female population in ι 
DK D 













































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
«Table 61 
Methods used for seeking work 
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Contact pubi, employment office 
Contact priv. employment office 
Apply to employers directly 




Look for land.premises.equipm. 
Look for permits.licenses.financ. 
Other method 
Contact pubi, employment office 
Contact priv. employment office 
Apply to employers directly 




Look for land.premises.equipm. 
Look for permits.licenses.financ. 
Other method 
Contact pubi, employment office 
Contact priv. employment office 
Apply to employers directly 




Look for land.premises.equipm. 
Look for permits.licenses.financ. 
Other method 
These percentages were calculated using data from the NEWCRONOS table u_m_sw. 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 62 











































< 6 MONTHS 







































































































































































































































































































































































Principado de Asturias 
Cantabria 
Pais Vasco 
Comunidad Foral de Navarra 
La Rioja 
Aragón 
Comunidad de Madrid 







Región de Murcia 
Ceuta e Mettila 
Canarias 
FRANCE 



























Border, Midlands and Western 






































































































































































































































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 62 





















































































































































































































































































Principado de Asturias 
Cantabria 
Pais Vasco 
Comunidad Foral de Navarra 
La Rioja 
Aragón 
Comunidad de Madrid 







Región de Murcia 
Ceuta e Melilla 
Canarias 
FRANCE 





























































Border, Midlands and Western 
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Table 62 
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Table 62 






















































































6 ­11 MONTHS 





































































































































































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 62 
ΈΔ 






Tees Valley & Durham 






















Surrey, East-West Sussex 




Cornwall & Isles of Scilly 
Devon 
West Wales & the Valleys 
East Wales 
North Eastern Scotland 
Eastern Scotland 
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Table 62 
































































































































































































Tees Valley & Durham 






















Surrey, East-West Sussex 




Cornwall & Isles of Scilly 
Devon 
West Wales & the Valleys 
East Wales 
North Eastern Scotland 
Eastern Scotland 














































































population, by age group 
Β DK 
Percentaqes of the total Male and/or Female population 
D 








































































































































Labour Force Survey 1998 
"Table 63 
Inactive population as percentage of the total population, by age goup 



































































NL A Ρ 






















































































































































65 c\ + years 
15-64 years 
All ages 
These percentages were calculated in the same way as the percentages of the NEWCRONOS table ipjga. 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 64 
Έλ 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 64 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 ΈΔ 
eurostat 
Table 65 
Inactive population, aged 15 years or more, by willingness to work and by reasons for not 
seeking employment 
Thousands 
Not seeking employment but 
Would like to have a job 
Do not want to have a job 
Non responses 
Not seeking a job because: 
Awaiting recall to work (lay-off) 
Own illness or disability 
Personal/family responsabilrties 
Education or training 
Retirement 
Belief that no work is available 
Other reasons 
No reason 
All in Inactivity 
Not seeking employment but: 
Would like to have a job 
Do not want to have a job 
Non responses 
Not seeking a job because: 
Awaiting recall to work (lay-off) 
Own illness or disability 
Personal/family responsabilrties 
Education or training 
Retirement 
Belief that no work is available 
Other reasons 
No reason 
All in Inactivity 
Not seeking employment but 
Would like to have a job 
Do not want to have a job 
Non responses 
Not seeking a job because: 
Awaiting recall to work (lay-off) 
Own illness or disability 
Personal/family responsabilies 
Education or training 
Retirement 
Belief that no work is available 
Other reasons 
No reason 
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ΈΔ Labour Force Survey 1998 
eurostat 
Table 65 
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Not seeking employment but: 
Would like to have a job 
Do not want to have a job 
Non responses 
Not seeking a job because: 
Awaiting recall to work (lay-off) 
Own illness or disability 
Personal/family responsabilises 
Education or training 
Retirement 
Belief that no work is available 
Other reasons 
No reason 
All in Inactivity 
Not seeking employment but: 
Would like to have a job 
Do not want to have a job 
Non responses 
Not seeking a job because: 
Awaiting recall to work (lay-off) 
Own illness or disability 
Personal'family responsabilities 
Education or training 
Retirement 
Belief that no work is available 
Other reasons 
No reason 
All in Inactivity 
Not seeking employment but: 
Would like to have a job 
Do not want to have a job 
Non responses 
Not seeking a job because: 
Awaiting recall to work (lay-off) 
Own illness or disability 
Personal/family responsabilities 
Education or training 
Retirement 
Belief that no work is available 
Other reasons 
No reason 
All in Inactivity 
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Labour Force Survey 1998 
Table 66 



































































































































































































































































































































































) 44.0 20.3 
51.6 16.0 
11.4 49.4 23.8 
> 15.3 46.1 10.8 


















































































































> 3.7 21.0 
6.7 16.9 




















































































Principado de Asturias 
Cantabria 
Pais Vasco 
Comunidad Foral de Navarra 
La Rioja 
Aragón 
Comunidad de Madrid 







Región de Murcia 
Ceuta e Melilla 
Canarias 
FRANCE 



























Border, Midlands and Western 
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Table 66 































































































































































































































































































































































































Principado de Asturias 
Cantabria 
Pais Vasco 
Comunidad Foral de Navarra 
La Rioja 
Aragón 
Comunidad de Madrid 







Región de Murcia 
Ceuta e Melilla 
Canarias 
FRANCE 



























Border, Midlands and Western 






Trentino - Alto Adige 
Veneto 
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Main characteristics of inactivity by region 
REGION 
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Tees Valley & Durham 






















Surrey, East-West Sussex 




Cornwall & Isles of Scilly 
Devon 
West Wales & the Valleys 
East Wales 
North Eastern Scotland 
Eastern Scotland 
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Tees Valley & Durham 






















Surrey, East-West Sussex 




Cornwall & Isles of Scilly 
Devon 
West Wales & the Valleys 
East Wales 
North Eastern Scotland 
Eastern Scotland 
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Statistics in focus 
To get straight to the heart of the matter and obtain an effective insight into the reality of the EU Member 
States, the series of documents entitled Statistics in focus offers you rapid and easy access to information 
on all current trends in Europe. 
Stat is t ics ¡Π fOCUS: find out, understand and decide in confidence with: 
■*■ harmonized, reliable and comparable data on each Member State of the European Union; 
* clear and concise comments and analyses; 
* charts and maps easy to understand; 
* the latest available data. 
StdtiStiCS ¡Π fOCUS is available as single copy or by subscription. Subscriptions are available for one 
single theme (except themes 7 and 9) or for the whole collection. Statistics in focus is available as printed 
version or as PDF­file sent by e­mail. 
Prices on request from the Data Shop network (see end of the publication). 
Eurostat essentials 
Understand today's Europe to anticipate the future better 
• Eurostat Yearbook: a comprehensive statistical presentation supplemented by comparative 
data for the EU's main trading partners (CD-ROM version available). 
■*■ Money, finance and the euro: Statistics: This monthly statistical document provides 
short-term series for a wide range of financial indicators such as interest rates, exchange rates, 
money supply and official reserves (quarterly CD-ROM version available). 
• Europroms CD-ROM: the only source of information in Europe to propose detailed and comparable 
data on output, external trade and the markets of several thousand industrial products. 
-*■ Services in Europe: an overview of the companies active in the service sector including 
detailed sectoral, thematic and country analysis. 
• Agriculture and fisheries: Statistical yearbook 1998: the most important elements 
of Eurostat's publications on agriculture, forestry and fisheries in abbreviated form. 
• Comext CD-ROM: provides data on external trade on all goods imported into or exported 
from the statistical territory of the European Union or traded between the statistical territories of 
the Member States. 
• Transport development in the central European countries (analysis of the 
trends for the years 1994 and 1995): a statistical overview of transport in 11 central 
European countries, together with a review of data availability. 
► 
• Energy — monthly statistics: With the help of graphs, these statistics cover updates of 
the principal statistical series characterising short-term trends in the energy sectors (coal, oil, 
gas, electrical energy). 
N e w Cronos 0 
More than 160 million items of data in this macroeconomic and social database are available 
to all those who need high-quality statistical information for decision-making. 
R e g i o : J 
Eurostat's database for regional statistics. Covers the main aspects of economic and social life 
in the Community; demography, economic accounts, employment, etc. 
C o m e x t : J> 
The database for statistics on the European Union's external trade and trade between Member 
States. 11 000 products by year are covered with all partner countries (more or less 250). 
E u r o p r o m s : J 
The only source of information in Europe that supplies detailed and comparable data on output, 
external trade and markets of several thousand industrial products. It makes it possible to calculate 
in precise terms the domestic market for some 5 000 products for most EU countries. 
For further information, contact the Eurostat Data Shop network or visit us on the 
Internet at: http://europa.eu.int/eurostat.html 
Order Form 
In each column, tick the appropriate box. 
Ti t le 
| ^ J Eurostat Yearbook 1998­99 
K g Money, finance and the euro: 
Statistics (quarterly CD­ROM 
version available) 
Ë Services in Europe 
fc§) Europroms CD­ROM 
^ g Agriculture and fisheries: 
Statistical yearbook 1998 
fc*| Comext CD­ROM 
j g g Transport development in the 
central European countries 











DDA DDE DEN DFR 
Multilingual: 
DE/EN/FR 



















Price in EUR 
(except VAT and carriage) 
D 34.00 
D 15.00 per copy 
D Annual subscription: 
150.00 
D 20.00 
D 2 000.00 
D 15.00 
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